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Pavlodar region

Pavlodar region is a large industrial center in the republic of Kazakhstan.
Pavlodar region is located in the north-east of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Pavlodar
region lands consist mainly of flat steppe, which turns into semi desert in the
southwest.

The Pavlodar oblast - large industrial centre in Kazakhstan representing
diversified industrial complex focused on manufacture of electrical and fuel energy,
production of oil processing, mechanical engineering, easy and food-processing
industry, building materials.

In structure of area three cities: Pavlodar, Ekibastuz, Аksu, four settlements and
ten village areas. The centre of area - city Pavlodar, is one of oldest and most
beautiful cities of Republic located on a coast Irtysh - the largest river in Kazakhstan.



Pavlodar
The administrative center

of Pavlodar region is the city of
Pavlodar. One of the oldest
cities in northern
Kazakhstan, Pavlodar was
founded in 1720. The settlement
was created to establish control
over the region's salt lakes, an
important source of valuable
salt. In 1861 the settlement was
renamed Pavlodar and
incorporated as a town.
Pavlodar's significance was due
in large measure to the
substantial agricultural and salt-

producing industries that had developed there despite the town's relatively small
population.

It is located 450 km
northeast of the capital Astana,
and 405 km southeast of
the Russian city of Omsk along
the Irtysh River.

The population of city and
countryside is amounted to 314
000 people.

Local authorities are
Municipal Akimat and Maslihat.

Nowadays Pavlodar is the
biggest industrial, economic and
cultural center of Kazakhstan.
There are ironworks made for
export, oil refining works, electric, electronic and optic equipment factories, and
manufacturers.

The favorite place of city-
dwellers is parks and boulevards
(33 parks, 6 boulevards) and, of
course, Central Embankment of
Ertish river. At any time, in any
weather there are a lot of people.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irtysh_River
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Omsk
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astana


Symposium dates
September 15-20 or
October 5-10 2014

Symposium venue

Lecture Hall of Pavlodar State Pedagogical
Institute http://ppi.kz/index.php?lang=en

http://ppi.kz/index.php?lang=en


Pavlodar state pedagogical institute (PSPI) is one of the leading pedagogical
higher educational establishments in the Republic of Kazakhstan. It takes the second
place in the general rating.

There is a multilevel educational system at the institute, which realizes a
preparation of specialists at 6 faculties by 28 professions.

Registration fee

€180 (includes: airport transfer, coffee, welcome party, participation, conference
dinner, publication of proceedings, breakfast, lunch, dinner)

Travel
London – Astana – London – €580 Belavia - http://en.belavia.by/home/

Berlin – Astana – Berlin – €590 Turkish Airlines - http://www.turkishairlines.com/

Astana – Pavlodar – Astana - €155 AirAstana - http://www.airastana.com/

Astana – Pavlodar – Astana - €25 by national train - http://www.railways.kz/en

Accommodation

Hotel of the Pavlodar State
Pedagogical Institute, Institute
Campus, 20 min from the Airport.

http://www.railways.kz/en
http://www.airastana.com/
http://www.turkishairlines.com/
http://en.belavia.by/home/


(10-15 rooms per 1-2 people can be given)
Price: free

Pavlodar hotels

Hotels in Pavlodar are displayed below. Hotel room prices and photos, guest reviews
and detailed information, as well as online booking of hotel rooms are available.

For real luxury
connoisseurs we offer to
stay in the four-star
hotel "Ertish". Hotel is
located in the very heart
of city with its careful
attention to details and
personal service the
hotel sets entirely new
standards of hotel
service in Kazakhstan.
The hotel offers 92
rooms in total. The
interior is designed in
classic style. A splendid
view to Ertish river

embankment is opening almost from all windows of hotel rooms.
Price:
Single – 100$
Double – 136$

"Altyn-Adam" hotel is a new hotel,
which is located in the centre of
Pavlodar town. Every hotel room is
equipped with cable TV, telephone and
a bath-room. There is a cafe-bar at the
hotel. The hotel is famous for its
location near the Irtysh River. Breakfast
is included.
Price:
Single – 49$
Double – 70$



"Sever" hotel is located in the centre
of Pavlodar town, near the main
roads. There are single and double
rooms of suite and semi-suite type in
the hotel. There is shower stall, cable
TV, hair dryer, TV, telephone, mini-
bar. The hotel is famous for its
"Sever" restaurant.
Price:
Single – 59-65$
Double – 72-89$

Hotel "Nurtau" is located near
the central area of Pavlodar. Not
far from the hotel is the Russian
drama theatre, department store,
the promenade of the river Irtysh.
Hotel offers 23 comfortable
rooms. Each room is attracting
extraordinary beauty, comfort and
originality. Rooms have air
conditioning, mini-bar, cable TV,
fridge and plush soft furnishings.
Price:
Single – 74$
Double – 81$

“Kazakhstan” hotel is located right
in the centre of Pavlodar town. There
is a free parking near the hotel.
Breakfast is included in the price.
There is a TV-set and mini-bar in
every room.There is a cafe in the
hotel.
Price:
Single – 40$
Double – 59$



Excursion (Extra)

Bayanaul National Park is a national park of Kazakhstan, located in south-
eastern Pavlodar region, 140 kilometres from the industrially developed city
of Ekibastuz, on the outskirts of the Central Kazakh Uplands.

It is included on the list of protected areas of Kazakhstan. The park was founded
in 1985, making it Kazakhstan's first national park. It was created to preserve and
restore the natural flora and fauna found in the Bayanaul mountain range. The park's
total area is 68,453 hectares.

The park is located
within the Kazakh
Uplands. The mountains
took shape during
the Paleozoic Era and
subsequently endured a
long history of
continental destruction,
causing their relatively
low current height (from

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paleozoic_Era
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kazakh_Uplands
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kazakh_Uplands
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_protected_areas_of_Kazakhstan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ekibastuz
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pavlodar_Province
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pavlodar_Province
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pavlodar_Province
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kazakhstan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_park


400 to 1027 meters above sea level). The highest point of Bayanaul is Akbet
mountain (1027 m). According to legend, the mountain is named in honor of Akbet, a
girl who threw herself from its peak when she was given to marry someone she didn't
love.

There are four relatively large fresh water lakes on the territory of the park-
Sabyndykol, Jasybay, Toraygir and Byrzhankol. Aside from these, there are many
smaller lakes, some of which
become significantly more shallow
during dry season.
The largest lake is Sabyndykol
(Kazakh: Сабындыкөл, literally-
"soapy lake"), with the village of
Bayanaul on its shore. The lake is
named for its special, soft water,
which feels almost soapy to the
touch. According to legend, the
beautiful Bayan dropped her soap
in this lake while she was washing
her hair.

Around 50 species of bird and 40 species of mammals inhabit Bayanaul
National Park, including different types of forest game, as well as the argali, roe
deer, European badger and squirrel. The park is particularly proud of its argali
population, a rare and endangered species in need of protection, and included on
the IUCN Red List.

Among the birds found in the park are cranes, swans, herons and bustards. The
birds of prey present include eagles, kestrels and kites.

The Bayanaul mountains are situated at the center of the Asian mainland and
therefore have a continental
climate. The average annual
temperature is 3.2 °C. The
average January temperature
is -13.7 °C, with a minimum
of -17.8 °C.

The average July
temperature is 14.6 °C, with
a maximum reaching
32.6 °C. The average frost
free period is only 140 days.
Annual precipitation is

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continental_climate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continental_climate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kestrel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eagle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bustard
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crane_(bird)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IUCN_Red_List
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Squirrel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_badger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siberian_roe_deer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siberian_roe_deer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argali
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kazakh_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Byrzhankol&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Toraygir&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Jasybay
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sabyndykol&action=edit&redlink=1


340 mm with variation in some years from 190 to 494 mm. The average annual wind
speed in Bayanaul is 2.9 m/s.



International Simulium Symposium 2013

Venue Lecture Hall of Pavlodar State Pedagogical Institute

Dates End of September – beginning of October

Accommodation Hotel in the Institute Campus, 20 min from the Airport.

Extras Excursion to Bayanaul National Natural Park
http://bayangnpp.ekibastuz.kz/turism.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayanaul_National_Park

Travel London – Astana – London – €580 Belavia
Berlin – Astana – Berlin – €590 Turkish Airlines
Astana – Pavlodar – Astana - €155 AirAstana
Astana – Pavlodar – Astana - €25 by train (National Railways)

Registration fee €180 (includes: airport transfer, coffee, welcome party,
participation, conference dinner, publication of proceedings,
breakfast, lunch, dinner)

Cost Summary
4 Nights Single
Registration
Meals
Dinner
Total

10-100
180
included
included
160-250

Travel from
London to
Astana

€580 Belavia

Total inc. travel € 765-985

Excursion 40

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayanaul_National_Park
http://bayangnpp.ekibastuz.kz/turism.html
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